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      Lower Your Scores and Enjoy Your Game More!! 
 

ARE YOU ALWAYS LOOKING FOR “THE SECRET” TO MORE 

CONSISTENT SCORING AND GENUINE HANDICAP REDUCTION? 
 

We try most things; including buying new expensive clubs, but in spite of all the 

equipment gains of the last twenty years the average handicap is still around 19! 
 

Some golfers have reduced their handicaps and their secret? They built a better 

short game. 

 

More than half of the total number of shots that you will play in any given round 

will be played within 100 metres of the flag. 

 

ASK YOURSELF: 

 

1. Do you regularly take four or more shots to hole out from 100 metres 

away? 

2. Do you see a bunker as something to be feared and consciously avoided? 

3. Are you unsure whether to chip and run or lob the ball onto the green 

when chipping? 

4. Does your putting, particularly from long distances, lack consistency? 

 

If you answered yes to any of these then I can help you with your short game. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

**To help you achieve this I will be offering a special intensive short 

game course of 4 lessons.  

 

Each lesson will cover a different aspect of the short game from putting, 

bunkers, chipping and pitching to fairway approaches inside 100 metres. As part 

of this package the duration of the final lesson will be extended and conducted on 

course using real situations that you will experience during most rounds.  

 

On completion of the programme I will also provide a short game tips and 

reminders printout outlining the main points covered in the course. 

  

The cost for this package will be $189.00 per person. 

This package is also available for pairs at a cost of $99.00 per person.  

 

Please email me at gpro@xtra.co.nz  or phone Gary: 413 7087   

Mobile:  021 815 070, to arrange booking a course or any other lesson or gift 

voucher inquiries. 

 

** IF YOU ARE PREPARED TO INVEST SOME TIME AND EFFORT IN 

THIS PROGRAMME I KNOW YOU WILL BE VERY PLEASED WITH THE 

RESULTS.  

 

I have run this course for the past 12 years with very successful results.  

Please note with daylight saving early morning and evening coaching is now 

available. 

 

Good Golfing 

Gary Parkinson 
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